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FROSTFIRE
Jamie Smith

Sabira embarks on a dangerous pilgrimage to the top of her
mountain home. When a huge avalanche traps her on the
glacier and destroys the pass, she must face up to the merciless
mountain – but there are dark and ﬁery secrets hiding in its
depths …
• Shortlisted for the Times/Chicken House Children’s Fiction
Competition, Frostﬁre is a highly unusual and compelling
middle-grade survival fantasy.
• Memorable, original world-building and an icy, Tibetan-themed
setting combine in a truly stand-out middle-grade adventure.
• Gorgeous and atmospheric cover by the brilliant Karl James
Mountford.
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An extract from

FROSTFIRE
Jamie Smith

DESCRIPTION
Chosen for the honour of bonding
with a frostsliver – a fragment of
the sentient glacier that crests her
icy home – Sabira embarks on the
dangerous pilgrimage to the top
of the mountain. But when a huge
avalanche traps her on the glacier
and destroys the pass, Sabira is
determined to ﬁnd another way
home. In order to survive, she
must face up to the merciless
mountain – but there are dark and
ﬁery secrets hiding in its depths …

Photo by Stephen Sutton

Sabira snapped her gaze up to the mountain
peak, and felt her face drain of blood. The
snow further up was sweeping rapidly down
the mountainside in a torrent of searing cold
death, heading directly towards the glacier.
The end of the world was coming.
Armageddon in white.
For a long, stupid moment she froze,
staring up in horror. Then Sabira felt the weight
of the thin cylinder in her glove, and resolve
beat in her chest. Shelter, she needed shelter.
She glanced around desperately.
Close by she saw an ice outcropping
several times her height and set off for it at a
run, the rumble of the avalanche growing. She
didn’t have long. Ten seconds? Twenty?
Sabira skidded on the ice and her
legs came out from under her. She tumbled
awkwardly, landing ﬂat on her stomach. The
force of it drove the wind from her lungs, but
worse, it made her ﬁngers loosen their grip.
The precious frostsliver shot from her
hand and skipped across the Glacier surface.
Time slowed. End over end it bounced, far out
of Sabira’s reach until it spun to a halt, lodged
in the ice and melted away, claimed back by
the glacier. Her chance had been stolen.

She screamed out, but forced herself
to stagger to her feet and run on. The roar of
the avalanche chased her down and her boots
continued to slide as she hurtled towards the
outcropping. She skidded to a halt, realizing
too late that there was no ground under it, just
a deep, dark pit.
She fell, spinning as she tried for some
kind of footing. Her gloves scrabbled for
purchase on the slippery surface. She managed
to jam her feet between cracks and ﬁnd
something resembling handholds. She clung to
the ice as the mountain’s roar swelled and the
world fell on her.
Everything went white, and the thunder
of rolling snow blotted out her hearing. The
avalanche’s blasting power was turned by her
protective ice wall, but plenty of it got around
and under, buffeting at Sabira where she hung
on, ﬂowing into the crack below her in great
drifts.
Every hellish second was a lifetime ﬁlled
with impacts. It felt like the mountain was
trying to throw her off. She was slipping.
Her left foot tore from its position, and then
the right, leaving her dangling by the slightest
of holds. Sabira tried to hold on with every bit
of strength she had, but it was a losing battle.
You can’t ﬁght the mountain.
The ice snapped under her glove, and
suddenly nothing was holding her up. Sabira
dropped into the crevasse, a torrent of snow
pursuing her. It drenched her, enveloping her in
its freezing, choking embrace.

JAMIE SMITH
Jamie is the debut author
of Frostﬁre, shortlisted for
the 2016 Times/Chicken
House Children’s Fiction Competition.
Between working as a retail software
developer and dealing with the whims
of cats, he has written more books than
he should have and is always working
on more. He lives near
Stafford.
@jamiehbsmith
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THE LIGHT BETWEEN
WORLDS
Laura Weymouth

Six years ago, schoolgirls Evelyn and Philippa Hapwell were
swept from a wartime bunker to a fantasy kingdom. Now almost
grown up, they’ve returned to the real world, but grieving
Evelyn will do almost anything to go back to the magical
Woodlands that holds her heart …
• A mesmerising debut: this reverse Narnia story follows two
sisters who return to the real world of England during the
Second World War, after six years in a fantasy kingdom.
• The two troubled sisters struggle to live in our world in
completely different ways; their difficulties in adjusting to
reality will be completely relatable to teen readers.
• The book explores themes of fantasy and reality, guilt, mental
health, family and truth.
• A lead for HarperTeen in the US, publishing in the same season.
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THE LIGHT
BETWEEN
WORLDS

Laura Weymouth

DESCRIPTION
Six years ago, Evelyn and
Philippa Hapwell were swept
from war-torn England and into
a woodland fantasy kingdom.
Now back in the real world,
eldest sister Philippa is relieved,
but Evelyn is grieving for the
magical place she called home.
When she goes missing, Philippa
must confront the truth of what
happened to them, and the
lengths her little sister was willing
to go to for a chance to return to
the kingdom of her heart …

Photo by Lisa Haney

The dark in the shelter grows, till I can make out
nothing but my brother’s and sister’s pale faces.
After a moment a sound begins. It’s neither
air raid siren nor bombshell. Ringing through the air,
it’s low and insistent, halfway between the bellow of
a bull and the bugle of an elk. It pulls at my blood
and bones until I want to crawl out of my own skin
to answer it. Jamie, Phil and I stare at each other,
wide-eyed.
‘Hold on to me,’ Jamie orders, panic lacing
his words. We join hands and I can barely breathe,
I’m so afraid. Under that fear, though, there’s
something new and unexpected – anticipation.
The call grows louder and louder until at last
light explodes around us. I blink and squint, eyes
watering, sure I’ll see only rubble and devastation
when my vision clears. But the light stays constant,
unlike the ﬂash and sizzle of shelling. It resolves into
afternoon sunshine and my heart leaps to ﬁnd that,
impossibly, we’re standing in a wood.
After the conﬁnes of the bunker everything
in me sings to be surrounded by sun and trees
and good clean air. There’s a pungent green smell
all about, and a riot of birdsong undercut by the
sound of running water. Wind lifts the hair from my
forehead, and it’s not a bitter February blast but a

soft spring breeze.
Jamie and Phil glance at each other, wideeyed as a pair of ghosts.
‘Did we—’ Philippa begins, and Jamie shrugs.
Ahead of us something steps from between
the trees. It’s a stag, his hide the color of autumn
leaves, a thick red ruff of fur around his broad
shoulders. He wears his branching antlers like a
crown.
Instinctively, Philippa pushes me behind
her, but I pull away. There is something about this
place – about the earth beneath my feet and the
branches above my head and the stag stepping
toward us and the wild rightness of it all. A moment
ago, I was afraid and broken, and now I feel as if
the splintered pieces within me have begun knitting
back together.
‘Hello,’ I say quietly. ‘I’m Evelyn.’
In answer, the creature steps forward. He
lowers his great head and presses his velvet muzzle
to my cheek. I feel a whuff of hot air that smells of
grass and leaves and wildﬂowers. When he speaks,
it’s a heart-deep rumble that comes up from his
chest and there’s a ﬁerce joy in his strange voice.
‘Little one. Welcome to the Woodlands.’
‘This can’t be happening,’ I hear Philippa
mutter to Jamie behind me. ‘Either we’re dead or
there’s been a gas attack.’
‘I don’t know.’ Jamie sounds torn. ‘It looks
real enough, Phil.’
‘But it can’t be …’
The stag ﬁxes his fathomless dark eyes on
me and for the ﬁrst time that I can recall I am struck
by a sudden and unshakable impression that all
shall be well.
Anywhere but here, I said.
Somehow, I’ve got my wish.
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